December 14, 2020

SUBJECT: Request for Proposals Addendum 6

To Prospective Respondents:

1. Revision to Project scope of Work and procurement schedule

ICTC has received notification that the Calexico East Port of Entry Bridge Widening Project has been selected to receive additional funding under the Trade Corridor Enhancement Program (TCEP). As noted in the Instructions to Proposers (ITP), this additional funding is to accommodate the Work noted as Option B in the ITP, as amended, and the Approved Project Report and its Attachments. With this additional funding, ICTC will now add the Option B Work to the Project scope of Work. Note that the proposed bridge pedestrian canopy noted on Project Report Page 20 is not included in the Option B scope of Work.

The Option B bridge and roadway Work is addressed in the Approved Project Report and its Attachments, in Section 5 Alternatives, Table 5.2, and Attachments C2 and M2.

The Option B bridge and abutment tunnel deferred maintenance Work items are addressed in the Bridge Assessment Report in Section 1.8 Summary and Conclusions and its associated table on Report Page 8 and the Report photos and exhibits. Due to its confidential content, the Bridge Assessment Report is posted in each Proposer’s confidential information webpage on the ICTC website.

With the inclusion of this Option B Work, ICTC revises the procurement schedule as follows:

- ICTC will accept Proposer questions related to Option B only until Friday, December 18, 2020. ICTC will respond to Proposer questions as soon as possible.

- The Proposal submittal date is revised to Friday, January 22, 2021.

- The Proposal evaluation will be completed and the Price Proposals opened to determine the Best Value Proposer on Friday, February 5, 2021.

All other schedule dates remain as noted in ITP Section 2, Procurement Schedule, as amended.

To address this additional Option B scope of Work, ICTC requests each Proposer to include an additional brief, one (1) page discussion of the Proposer’s approach to incorporating the Option B Work into the Project, including initial considerations related to the Project schedule to incorporate the Option B Work. Include this additional one (1) page discussion in the Preliminary Design Approach Submittal narrative described in ITP Section C2.2 for a total narrative of six (6) pages for this Proposal section.

The Proposer’s schedule required by ITP Section C3.1 shall include the Option B Work.
2. As follow up to Proposer questions related to the Border wall fence foundation, ICTC has received preliminary information for Customs and Border Protection (CBP) related to the Border wall construction details. Due to its confidential nature, this information has been posted to each Proposer’s confidential information webpage on the ICTC website. ICTC has requested additional Border wall materials from CBP and will post the materials as soon as they are received.

We thank you for your interest in this Project.